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Environment and Climate Change



“We children are doing this to wake the adults up. We 
children are doing this for you to put your differences 

aside and start acting as you would in a crisis. We 
children are doing this because we want our hopes and 

dreams back.”



Background – ChildFund and the Environment

• One of the main threats to children and causes of child protection risks
• Causes humanitarian disasters
• An underlying cause for everything we are fighting to combat
• No other child focused agency is really adressing this
• We need to prevent what we can and prepare for the rest
• Sector wide priority (institutions, foundations, corporates)



”When a disaster strikes we should not only ask 
ourselves what we do now, but mostly what we could
have done years ago to avoid the suffering of today –

and why we didn’t do it.”
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”It is still not too late to act. It will take a far-reaching vision, 
it will take courage, it will take fierce, fierce determination to 
act now, to lay the foundations where we may not know all the 
details about how to shape the ceiling. In other words, it will 

take cathedral thinking. I ask you to please wake up and make 
changes required possible”



Small groups – Creative spirits J

• What could we do to improve the suggested activities in order to make 
them environmentally smarter?

• Are there any activities we could add that would possitively contribute to 
raise awareness about, prevent, or prepare for Climate Change?



Discussion

•How does environment relate to child protection, how is it 
relevant?
•Where do we want to be on the continuom (scale from 1-10)? 
• Where are we now, where do we want to be in 2/5/10 years? 
• Where do we see the position paper?

•How do we make this happen?



Summary

• One of the main threats to children and one of the main causes of child
protection risks
• Causes humanitarian disasters
• Completely conntected to Child Protection – an underlying cause
• Governemnts, Corporates and Institutionas are all talking about E&CC
• No other child focused agency highlights the connection bweteen

Child Protection and E&CC


